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A small, multinational crew that has been reading kites journal united 
with the call to do social investigation about how the last year of pandemic 
-:0�<>;@1?@�-Ŋ1/@10�@41�85B1?�;2�<1;<81��&45?�<-?@�?A991>�C1�?<1:@�0;F1:?�

of hours talking with residents of the Queensbridge housing projects in 
Queens, New York.

Made famous by a number of excellent 
rap songs, Queensbridge is the largest and 

most populous housing project left in 
New York City (NYC). After the de-

struction of Chicago’s Cabrini Green 
20 years ago, Queensbridge be-

came the most populous hous-
ing project in the entire US. 

Tucked away below the 59th 
%@>11@N#A11:?.;>;� �>5031�

between Queens and 
Manhattan, Queens-

bridge was once a 
place ignored by 

real estate capi-
tal in a neigh-

borhood the 
petty-bour-

g e o i s i e 
avoided. 

O v e r 
t h e 

last 
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decade, however, the neighborhood surrounding the projects has 
?4;C:� ?53:?� ;2� 31:@>5ŋ/-@5;:	� -:0�#A11:?.>5031p?� 8;/-@5;:� >534@�
across the river from Manhattan has put it in the sights of real estate 
capital. Given that Queensbridge is now in the crosshairs of NYC’s 
8->31>�.-@@81�;B1>�05?<8-/191:@�-:0�31:@>5ŋ/-@5;:	�C1�@4;A34@�@45?�
would be the perfect neighborhood to conduct social investigation. 
From talking to Queensbridge residents, we learned that many of 
their day-to-day problems got worse during the pandemic, they 
?1:?1�@41�8;;95:3�@4>1-@�;2�31:@>5ŋ/-@5;:�-:0�2118�@>-<<10�C5@4�:;-
where to go, violence among the youth related to the drug trade is 
a concern of many, and the police do nothing to solve violence and 
only bring more of it to the projects.

p e o p l e ’s  p r o b l e m s  o n ly  g o t  w o r s e 
du r i n g  t h e  pa n d e m i c

In the heat of the afternoon sun, we found many Queensbridge 
>1?501:@?�@>E5:3�@;�/-@/4�C4-@�.>11F1�@41E�/;A80�0>52@5:3�;Ŋ�@41��-?@�
River. Over a year into the COVID-19 pandemic and in a city and 
borough hit hard early on, the pandemic wasn’t the main thing on 
<1;<81p?�95:0?�� ;@�.1/-A?1�@41�<-:0195/�4-0�:;�1Ŋ1/@	�.A@�.1-
cause the bigger things people felt they were facing were the vio-
81:/1	�<->@5/A8->8E�-9;:3?@�@41�E;A@4	�-:0�@41�;B1>-88�5:@1:?5ŋ/--
tion of all the problems that residents of New York City Housing 
Authority (NYCHA) have had to deal with.

NYC was hit by the COVID-19 pandemic early and quick in 
the spring of 2020. The death rate in NYCHA housing projects, 
including in Queensbridge, was higher then surrounding areas. 
According to one news report, “Although the infection rate at the 
Queensbridge Houses was only 1 percentage point more than the 
development’s ZIP code, 11106, the death rate at the houses was 51 
percent higher than the overall area rate.”1

1  Kayla Levy, “Astoria, LIC NYCHA Tenants Died From COVID At Higher Rates: 
�-@-	s�"-@/4	�%1<@19.1>�UZ	�VTVU	�<-@/4�/;9N:1C
E;>7N-?@;>5-
8;:3
5?8-:0
/5@EN
astoria-lic-nycha-tenants-died-covid-higher-rates-data.
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The pandemic served to mainly increase the existing problems 
that residents of public housing already felt. A group of mainly 
Spanish-speaking Dominican residents related how the buildings 
weren’t being cleaned, there was very little sanitation despite be-
ing in the midst of a pandemic, and repairs took even longer than 
they did before—a request for repairs may not get a response until 
-�E1->�8-@1>���:;@41>�C;9-:�/;:ŋ>910�@41�8;:3�C-5@?�2;>�>1<-5>?	�
saying she had a court order from 2018 for repairs in her unit that 
still haven’t been done.

We talked to a near-lifelong resident of Queensbridge and cur-
rent community activist, and he echoed how some of the typical 
problems for NYCHA residents have been heightened by the pan-
demic:

The lack of cleaning, the negligence of NYCHA has been exacerbat-
ed during the pandemic to see that they really don’t clean to their 
guidelines. Cleaning the buildings, making the surfaces, the com-
mon spaces as clean as possible—they’re not doing that. The fact that 

A mural in Queensbridge celebrating Nas, just one of  the great rappers to come out of  “the world’s largest 
and most notorious projects.” This mural is by radical Italian muralist Jorit Agoch, famed for his stunning 
XWZ\ZIQ\[�WN �[QOVQÅKIV\�XWX�K]T\]ZM�XMZ[WVITQ\QM[�IVL�ZM^WT]\QWVIZa�ÅO]ZM[��_PW�\IO[�ITT�WN �PQ[�XWZ\ZIQ\[�_Q\P�
the signature curved-scarring on his subjects’ faces.
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during the pandemic people are already stressed and worried. The 
fact that people still have mold. People still are going with no heat in 
their apartment, people are still going with no hot water in their crib 
so people can’t properly clean themselves, their dishes, their clothes.

�:�-005@5;:�@;�/;:05@5;:?�31@@5:3�C;>?1	�-//1??�@;�;ő/5-8?�C5@4�
 +����C-?�9;>1�05ő/A8@�@4-:�1B1>���?�@41�?-91�/;99A:5@E�-/-
tivist put it, 

With all the issues people have in their apartments, the fact that work 
spaces [for NYCHA employees] have changed so that it’s harder to 
contact someone. It’s harder to reach someone at your housing of-
ŋ/1	�.1/-A?1�@41Ep>1�81-B5:3�1->8E�;>�?;91�0-E?�@41E�:;@�5:�.1/-A?1�;2�
whatever thing they are making up.

Elderly and other residents that were already isolated felt even 
more isolated, barely coming out of their apartments except when 
necessary. Single mothers and working parents who were already 
struggling now had to become teachers to their children attending 
school remotely; some parents had to leave their jobs in order to do 
so. Those that were able to be at home with their kids often became 
monitors for multiple children from extended family and friends. 
Cousins and nieces and nephews were trying to go to school online 
with few computer resources.

Buildings that were already dirty and deteriorating were left 
with even less cleaning and upkeep. Repairs that already took for-
ever were taking even longer. Residents were forced to wait longer 
stretches of time without heat or water before repairs were made. 
Mold, insect, and rodent infestations were not taken care of. One 
resident talked about getting a cat, even though she hates them, to 
deal with the mice in her apartment.

 1C8E
.A58@�4;@18?�@4-@�A?10�@;�4;A?1�-:�5:ŌAD�;2�@;A>5?@?�C1>1�
converted during the pandemic into housing for the homeless. 
)4581�4;9181??�<1;<81�:;C�;A@ŋ@@10�C5@4�@415>�;C:�>;;9?�C5@4�
TVs and showers felt they were in a better position and didn’t want 
@;�81-B1�@41�?5@A-@5;:	�5@�4-0�/-A?10�/;:Ō5/@�C5@4�8;/-8�>1?501:@?�@4-@�
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felt it was dumping more people in a neighborhood already deal-
ing with the problems caused by poverty. While the people we talk-
ed to who were staying in the hotels felt that some of the services, 
including vaccinations and personal protective equipment avail-
ability, were adequate, they felt that services for homeless people 
C5@4�91:@-8�41-8@4�-:0N;>�0>A3�-005/@5;:�5??A1?�C1>1�8-/75:3��&45?�
lack of crucial services led to an increase in men hanging out on the 
?@>11@?	�:;005:3�;Ŋ�;:�/;>:1>?�2>;9�0>A3�A?1	�-:0�4->-??5:3�C;9-
en and children, adding more stress to Queensbridge residents’ 
85B1?�-:0�/;:Ō5/@�.1@C11:�05Ŋ1>1:@�?1/@5;:?�;2�<1;<81�

�88� @41�4-889->7?� -:0�05ő/A8@51?� ;2� 85B5:3� 5:�<A.85/�4;A?5:3�
were compounded by the pandemic, adding even more stress to 
an already unprecedented and stressful situation. The previously 
quoted community activist emphasized that “Everything that you 
can do, when someone is already under stress to heighten stress 
levels, NYCHA did. If it wasn’t NYCHA, it was the city.”

i n  t h e  c r o s s h a i r s  o f  g e n t r i f i c at i o n

�-:E� >1?501:@?� 2118� @41� <A?4� ;2� 31:@>5ŋ/-@5;:� -8;:3?501� @41�
systemic lack of repairs and housing deterioration and have a sense 
that the powers that be are doing a whole lot trying to push people 
out of the area. Queensbridge residents are being forced to live in 
deplorable conditions. NYCHA’s message is clear: If you don’t like 
5@	�ŋ:0�?;91C41>1�18?1�@;�85B1	�.1/-A?1�C1p>1�:;@�3;5:3�@;�ŋD�5@�

This section of Queens was historically an industrial sector 
that once had factories and warehouses. Public housing was origi-
nally built using land that was cheap, because the industrial setting 
made it an undesirable neighborhood for the petty-bourgeoisie 
to live in. Over the last decade or so there has been a tremendous 
-9;A:@� ;2� .A580
A<� ->;A:0� #A11:?.>5031	� C5@4� 4534
>5?1� ;ő/1�
buildings and condos in a business development area within a mile 
and fancy hotels within blocks. The area also attracts tourists with 
its close proximity to parks on the waterfront and easy transporta-
tion into Manhattan.
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 THe coming Battle of Real Estate Capital      vs. NYC Housing Project Residents  
                         from editors of kites

As is well known, New York City has been radically transformed by the forces of real estate 
/-<5@-8�-:0�31:@>5ŋ/-@5;:�;B1>�@41�8-?@�@4>11�01/-01?��&41�B-85-:@�.A@�A8@59-@18E�8;?@�.-@@81?�
;B1>�@41��;C1>��-?@�%501�?=A-@?�;2�@41�8-@1�U]\T?�-:0�1->8E�U]]T?�<>;B10�-�<>;<41@5/�95/>;-
/;?9�;2�@41�/;95:3�;:?8-A34@�.E�@41�8;/-8�>A85:3�/8-??	�5:�C45/4�->@�3-881>51?�C1>1�@41�?119-
5:38E�5::;/1:@�.1-/441-0?�;2�?;91@45:3�9A/4�9;>1�?5:5?@1>���<->@91:@�.A5805:3?�C1>1�812@�
5:�05?>1<-5>	�-:0�>1?501:@?�C1>1�>A:�;A@�?;�@4-@�>1-8�1?@-@1�/-<5@-8�/;A80�>1:;B-@1�;>�019;85?4�
@;�<-B1�@41�C-E�2;>�38-??
C-88�/;:0;95:5A9?�-:0�@A>:�-�341@@;�5:@;�-�?5@1�;2�>5?5:3�>1:@?�-@-
@>-/@5B1�@;�@41�:1C�<1@@E
.;A>31;5?51��"A.85/�?<-/1?�C1>1�/81->10�;2�@41�4;9181??�-:0�;@41>�
rA:01?5>-.81?s�.E�1B1>
1-31>�<;85/1��&41�9-E;>-8�-095:5?@>-@5;:�;2�$A0;8<4��5A85-:5�5:�@41�
U]]T?	�@41:
/181.>-@10�.E�B5>@A-88E�@41�1:@5>1�'%�.;A>31;5?51�-?�-�3>-:0�?A//1??	�/;05ŋ10�@45?�
<>-/@5/1�-:0�A:81-?410�0>-/;:5-:�<;85/1�/>595:-85F5:3�@41�4;9181??	�<>;81@->5-:�E;A@4	�-:0�
�8-/7�<1;<81�-:0�;@41>�;<<>1??10�:-@5;:-85@51?��r�5A85-:5�@591s�C-?�@41�1>-�;2�A:>1<1:@-:@�-3-
3>1??5B1�<;85/1�.>A@-85@E�-:0�4->-??91:@�C5@4�-�/81->�91??-31��9-71�C-E	�E;A�05?/->010�@>-?4	�
2;>�>1-8�1?@-@1�/-<5@-8p?�>-05/-8�@>-:?2;>9-@5;:�;2� +��-:0�@41�:1C�/8-??1?�;2�>1:@1>?�/>A/5-8�@;�
@41�2A:/@5;:5:3�;2�59<1>5-85?9p?�:A9.1>�;:1�/1:@1>�;2�ŋ:-:/1�/-<5@-8	��-:4-@@-:�

Finance capital attracts, requires, and fosters numerous fellow travelers, from yoga 
instructors to artists to designers to tech workers to fashionistas to, yes, Leftist ac-
@5B5?@?���:0�C5@4�@41�5:ŌAD�;2�@41?1�2188;C�@>-B181>?�/-91�@41�C501>�31:@>5ŋ/-@5;:�;2�
NYC, especially Brooklyn. What began with the plethora of shitty indie rock bands 
that permeated the Williamsburg neighborhood soon spread to encompass the hips-
@1>ŋ/-@5;:�;2�9A/4�;2��>;;78E:�-:0�<->@?�;2�;@41>�.;>;A34?���-71�:;�95?@-71�-.;A@�
5@��C4581�:1C��>;;78E:5@1?�B;@10� 2;>� @41�<>;3>1??5B1� /-:050-@1	��-E-�)581E	� 5:� @41�
recent mayoral primary and attended or sympathized with protests against police 
brutality in the summer of 2020, their unacknowledged allegiance is to Giuliani, for 
most of them would never have set foot in their current neighborhoods had the police 
not sent out a clear message that they were welcome there, while longtime residents 
would face police harassment and brutality and displacement.

&41�31:@>5ŋ/-@5;:�;2��>;;78E:� 5?�9;?@8E�/;9<81@1�-:0�=A5/78E�?<>1-05:3�@;�;@41>�.;>-
;A34?	� .A@� ?1B1>-8� ;.?@-/81?� >19-5:� 5:� >1-8� 1?@-@1� /-<5@-8p?�C-E�� ">-/@5/-88E	� 59<1>5-85?9p?�
/-<5@-8�;2�ŋ:-:/1�?@588�>1=A5>1?�<>;81@->5-:?�@;�9-71�@41�/5@E�>A:�2>;9�0-E�@;�0-E	�@4;?1�<>;-
81@->5-:?�4-B1�@;�85B1�?;91C41>1	�-:0�@4A?� +��<>;81@->5-:�/A8@A>1�85B1?�;:�C5@4�@419	�5:-
/8A05:3�@41�5:ŌAD�;2�:1C�59953>-:@?�-9;:3�@419���1;3>-<45/-88E	�>1-8�1?@-@1�/-<5@-8�2-/1?�
@C;�9-5:�.->>51>?�@;�5@?�/;:@5:A10�1D<-:?5;:��5:05B50A-8�4;91�;C:1>?45<�-:0�@41�9-??5B1�
.A5805:3?�-:0�;B1>�XTT	TTT�>1?501:@?�;2� +����4;A?5:3�<>;61/@?��&41�2;>91>�->1�15@41>�812@�
-8;:1	�5:�:1534.;>4;;0?�@4-@�4-B1�:;@�E1@�.11:�21-@A>10�;:�@41�/;B1>�;2�Time Out 9-3-F5:1�
-?�rA<�-:0�/;95:3	s�;>	�52�@41E�4-B1�.11:�?;�21-@A>10	�2;>/10�@;�?188�-950�>5?5:3�@-D1?�;>�5:-
/;><;>-@10�5:@;�@41�31:@>5ŋ/-@5;:�<>;/1??�
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 THe coming Battle of Real Estate Capital      vs. NYC Housing Project Residents  
                         from editors of kites

The housing projects of NYCHA (New York City Housing Authority), however, can-
:;@�.1�05?<-@/410�?;�1-?58E��&41E�->1�<A.85/8E�;C:10	�9-75:3�@419�9;>1�05ő/A8@�@;�
take over. Many NYCHA residents have lived in their apartments for decades or gen-
erations. NYCHA residents are an important constituency for NYC politicians, whose 
181/@;>-8�/-9<-53:?�.1:1ŋ@�2>;9�.15:3�-.81�@;�r31@�;A@�@41�B;@1s�5:�8->31�:A9.1>?�2>;9�
housing project populations. And overall, NYCHA housing projects are longstanding 
ŋD@A>1?�;2�8521�5:� +�	�31;3>-<45/-88E�?<>1-0�@4>;A34;A@�@41�ŋB1�.;>;A34?�

Nevertheless, while the NYC bourgeoisie cannot move 

quickly to empty NYCHA buildings, demolish housing proj-

ects, and open the empty lots to developers, they have been 

working slowly and methodically towards those ends. NY-

CHA has taken up the slumlord’s playbook, refusing to make 

basic repairs even when residents have holes in their ceilings 

and burst pipes, leaving residents without heat in the middle 

of winter, and allowing rats, roaches, and mold to multiply. 

When residents move out of a NYCHA apartment, the apart-

91:@�5?�;2@1:�812@�B-/-:@�01?<5@1�@41�/5@Ep?�/>5?5?�;2�-Ŋ;>0-.81�
housing. The police have conducted a number of “gang raids” 

targeting youth in the housing projects, who are criminal-

ized as “guilty by association.” The NYC bourgeoisie clearly 

want to gradually diminish the number of housing project 

>1?501:@?�-:0�9-71� 5@� 1B1>�9;>1�05ő/A8@� @;� 85B1� 5:� @41�<>;6-
ects, ultimately paving the way for privatization, evictions, 

019;85@5;:	�-:0�31:@>5ŋ/-@5;:��&41�/5@E�3;B1>:91:@�4-?�1B1:�
come up with a “Blueprint” to partner with private developers 

and make them the landlords of public housing, with project 

apartments turned into Section 8 rentals. This “Blueprint” for 

privatization has already been implemented in some housing 

projects, with a few improvements in the buildings touted as 

a great success and proof that privatization works in order to 

fool the masses to go along with it. 

�?�@41�2;>/1?�;2�>1-8�1?@-@1�/-<5@-8	�<>5B-@5F-@5;:	�31:@>5ŋ/-@5;:	�@41�/>595:-8-
5F-@5;:�;2�<>;81@->5-:�E;A@4	�-:0�/5@E�3;B1>:91:@�/;:?<5>1�@;�1:0�<A.85/�4;A?-
ing, the question over the next decade is: Will NYC’s housing project residents 
.1�;>3-:5F10�@;�?@;<�@45?�
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In one conversation, several women residents related how, be-
fore COVID-19, there was a situation of white tourists from Europe 
or other places in the US staying in the surrounding hotels taking 
over the area. They talked about how tourists came through the 
neighborhood “looking at us like we came from the Planet of the 
Apes,” looking at residents “like they’re on a tour or something,” 
watching seniors doing art or exercise at the community center. 
They began to wonder, “Is this neighborhood ours anymore?”

Between the lack of repairs and rumors and news stories about 
raising rents and privatization, many residents fear that the city 
government wants to push people out of the projects. Seeing the 
31:1>-8�31:@>5ŋ/-@5;:�;2�9-:E�<;;>� +��:1534.;>4;;0?�-:0�@41�
build-up of condos and hotels in the area around Queensbridge 
makes this fear an entirely rational reaction.

t r a p p e d

The amount of rent that NYCHA residents have to pay is de-
termined by their income, so there isn’t a situation of evictions or 
threatened evictions due to COVID-caused unemployment, even 
for residents who have lost jobs. There is, however, a double-edged 
sword of, on the one hand, the ties that bind you here because of 
that cheap rent, and, on the other, a vague notion of the system 
wanting to move you out.

A Black woman in her 60s who is a longtime Queensbridge 
resident said, “A lot of people want to move, but they can’t move. 
Because...anytime you get a little raise, they raise the rent. You can’t 
get ahead.” Some “people pay a lot of money in these places..., 2 or 
3 thousand dollars or whatever situation for these places,” because 
it’s based on how much money you make. She continued, saying 
that “as you make more money..., they increase that rent. And that’s 
not fair. Because one person can never make it out of here.  If you 
lose your job like me, I went back to nothing. But the principle is 
you can’t make it out of here. There is no way you gonna make it 
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out of here [when] other [rent] prices all around you is sky high. So 
it’s not fair.”

        v i o l e n c e . . .  a m o n g  t h e  p e o p l e    
a n d  by  t h e  p o l i c e

While we did hear stories about harassment by the police, many 
Queensbridge residents we talked to felt that violence amongst the 
people, and in particular amongst youth, as well as drug-dealing 
were big problems, if not the principal problems, facing people in 
@41�:1534.;>4;;0��&41�ŋ>?@�0-E�C1�?@->@10�;A>�?;/5-8�5:B1?@53-@5;:	�
we ran across an expansive memorial of candles and booze bottles 
for a teenage resident who was caught up in the middle of the vi-
olence and killed. A Dominican woman, who holds court regular-
ly on benches overlooking where the memorial was, talked about 
knowing the young man who was killed. She said he was a good kid 
that would help her out by running to the store for her since she 
A?1?�-�/-:1���1�C;A80�418<�41>�/->>E�?@AŊ� @;�41>�-<->@91:@�-:0�
let her know when the situation outside was getting intense due to 
gang rivalries so that she could go inside to stay safe. She lamented 
his passing but didn’t know details about what had happened.

Many residents did have stories of police harassment and bru-
tality. One woman, who was chilling on the benches by one of the 
/;A>@E->0�.-?71@.-88�/;A>@?�21:/10�;Ŋ�2;>�>1<-5>?	�;<1:10�A<�C5@4�-�
story about how they would often be harassed by the police before 
smoking weed was legalized. She talked about hanging out with 
her cousin, minding their own business, and smoking when the 
cops came by and harassed them. She showed them her city work 
ID, and they just threw it down; they didn’t care and just arrested 
them. Even though she thought they harassed people less nowa-
days, she didn’t think the cops were ever going to change. The com-
munity activist we talked to felt that, since COVID-19, there were 
r9;>1�<;85/1}01ŋ:5@18E�9;>1�<;85/1	�C45/4�5?�-:�5??A1�5:�-:0�;2�
itself. Even if you are pro-police, the fact that they’re sitting there 
C5@4� @415>� 8534@?�Ō-?45:3	�1B1:� 52� @41>1p?�:;@45:3�4-<<1:5:3	� @4-@�
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is psychological terrorism. We have to call it what it is. So that is 
happening more in the pandemic.”

Many people noted that the police don’t really get out of their 
/->?�@4;A34	�-:0�r?5:/1�1:05:3�@41�?@;<
-:0
2>5?7N.>;71:�C5:0;C?�
<;85/51?	s�@41E�4-B1�.11:�1B1:�9;>1�4-:0?
;Ŋ	�-//;>05:3�@;�-��8-/7�
woman that sometimes participates in charity giveaway events for 
the local community. Nowadays, they will just sit there and watch 
“all kinds of crazy going on” in terms of drug dealing and other ac-
tivities, which was related to us by a lifelong Latino resident. They 
stay in their cars and just watch it go on.

%;91� 501:@5ŋ10� -� 8-/7� ;2� <>;3>-9?� -:0� ;<<;>@A:5@51?� 2;>�
young people as contributing to the problem of violence. One near-
8E�85218;:3�>1?501:@�>1Ō1/@10�;:�4;C�@41�/;99A:5@E�/1:@1>	��-/;.�
A. Riis Settlement, used to be much more of a center of activity for 
young people in the neighborhood. He talked about how, when he 
3>1C�A<	� r@41�9;9?�-88�7:1C�C41>1� @;�ŋ:0�@415>�750?� @41E�C1>1�
there at the center. They had dance parties on the weekends, art 
classes, music classes, therapy sessions—everyone went to it,” and 
the moms would come by and round up the kids for dinner. Others 
echoed the same sentiment of the community activist we talked to that

[The cops] never cared. They never really cared about whenever we 
kill each other in the hood. We have to understand that [the] system 
of  policing in America comes from slave catchers. Black people are 
still considered property of this American government. Slavery didn’t 
end, it just changed. They never respond to beef that is happening 
[amongst the people]. They just respond to lock you up.

So while violence among the people is a real problem, the po-
lice would let that go on but harass anything positive that happened 
that tried to counter it. For example, a recent poetry event in one of 
the courtyards, designed to be a positive alternative for the youth, 
wound up being harassed by the police.
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c o n c lus i o n

Over the course of the summer we gained a deepened sense of the 
daily indignities and struggles of people living in public housing as 
:-@5;:-8�<>;3>-9?�;2�31:@>5ŋ/-@5;:�-:0�<>5B-@5F-@5;:�@-71�4;80	�81-0-
ing, by design or by default, to increased deterioration of a most basic 
need: a place to call home for yourself and your family. We actually 
expected the question of police harassment and brutality to be a more 
acute question on people’s minds, especially after the 2020 summer of 
rebellion against the police murder of George Floyd and what it rep-
resented about the continued treatment of Black people by police in 
this country. But while police brutality remains a concern among the 
people, the violence amongst the people is a real problem and a real 
concern for people that live in its midst. Many Queensbridge residents 
pointed out that the police just sit back and allow violence among the 
people to happen, with some wanting more action from the police and 
others recognizing that the police are not a solution to stop violence 
amongst the people and, in fact, perpetuate it. 

We found that there is a real basis to mobilize people in strug-
gle. They are in the crosshairs of several contradictions that the 
system of capitalism-imperialism can’t resolve. It is clear to many 
Queensbridge residents in a very immediate way that this system 
<A@?�r@41�1/;:;9Es�-:0�<>;ŋ@?�.12;>1�@41�5:@1>1?@?�-:0�85B1?�;2�@41�
people. But there are lots of contradictions amongst the people to 
work through. Several acute ones include the division between 
Spanish-speaking Dominican and Puerto Rican residents, on the 
one hand, and English-speaking Black residents, on the other. It’s 
not an antagonistic division, but there is a separation based on life 
experience and language, which manifests in where people hang 
out outside. Another contradiction holding people back is their 
lack of envisioning how people can actually come together and 
ŋ34@�@41�?E?@19�-:0�@41�3>1-@�<;@1:@5-8�?@>1:3@4�@41E�4-B1�52�@41E�
do. Moving through these contradictions will take the persistent 
work of dedicated revolutionaries committed to integrating with 
the masses and organizing them in struggle.
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1kites received the following from a reader in Southern Califor-
:5-� C4;?1� <>1B5;A?� ?A.95??5;:	� r�-@/45:3� �5>1�� "->@5/5<-:@� $1Ō1/-
tions on the Summer of Protest and Rebellion,” appeared in kites #3.

  *  *  *

As an introduction to the culture by way of personal experi-
ence, when I was coming of age in the mid-late ’90s, skateboard-
ing was a refuge for outcasts and rebels. It occupied a hazy overlap 
between otherwise more distinct sub- and countercultures, name-
ly hip-hop and punk, that I had already been straddling. The me-
chanics of skating also appealed to my appreciation of science—in 
particular, physics—because tricks require either an explicit or im-
plicit knowledge of how to manipulate the board in order for it to 
concretely perform how you abstractly conceptualized. Physics are 
fundamental to all sports, of course, but they feel more overt and 
pronounced in skating: grinds and slides produce friction, requir-
ing you to wax surfaces; the board is not attached to the body, re-
quiring you to scoop, slide, and stomp with precision in order for it 
to move with you over gaps, obstacles, and sets; and skating isn’t shy 
about reminding you of Newton’s third law—when you bail and hit 
the ground, the ground hits back.

Even on days when I had a bad session and couldn’t land a sin-
gle trick, skating was therapeutic. It was an opportunity to hang out 
C5@4�<1;<81�2>;9�05Ŋ1>1:@�-31�3>;A<?�-:0�->1-?	�@-87�->@	�<;85@5/?	�
or whatever else was on your mind, and beat yourself up to the 
soundtrack of good music playing from a gutter-ass boombox2 (in 
9E�/-?1	�@41�9A?5/�C;A80�@E<5/-88E�>1Ō1/@�@41�9;;0��?1??5;:?�C;A80�

1  The title of this article is in reference to the hook of Lupe Fiasco’s ode to skat-
ing, “Kick, Push.” It suggests that it is right to rebel and struggle, to kick down 
and push against not only institutions of oppression, but also the system they 
prop up and safeguard rather than coasting through life and resigning ourselves 
to the status quo.
2  To account for younger readers, a boombox, or “ghetto blaster,” is a portable 
>-05;�/-??1@@1�-:0N;>����<8-E1>���-?5/-88E	�5@p?�C4-@�<1;<81�A?10�@;�<8-E�9A?5/�;:�
for public consumption while on the go and out the car in the analog, pre-digital 
era. See Do the Right Thing’s Radio Raheem.
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start with more tonally “light” artists such as A Tribe Called Quest 
or Sublime, but after saturating my clothes with sweat and shed-
ding some blood, more grimy groups like Nine Inch Nails or Wu-
Tang Clan would get swapped in). For a sport that is highly reliant 
on individual goals and initiative, skating is remarkably social. It’s 
other people who challenge you to push through the fear and pain; 
it’s other people who congratulate you when you do; it’s other peo-
<81�C4;�ŋ89�E;A>�85:1?�-:0�@1-/4�E;A�@41�5:@>5/-/51?�;2�:1C�@>5/7?�
and it’s other people who will just be there on the perimeter of the 
skate spot—whether you choose to talk to them or not—where you 
rest, recuperate, and take inspiration from those still skating. 

�1?<5@1� 5@?� VTVU� 5:@>;0A/@5;:�-?� -:�;ő/5-8� 1B1:@� 5:� @41�%A9-
mer Olympics,3 skating continues to appeal to a niche population 
in the US. It is, however, growing in size and scope, with a far more 
multinational and proletarian body of skaters today than there 
were 20–30 years ago. If you haven’t noticed this demographic shift 
and uptick in popularity in the streets, you may have noticed it in 
the news surrounding 2020’s summer of protest and rebellion. In 
�;?� �:3181?	� 2;>� 1D-9<81	� C41:� �-852;>:5-� �534C-E� "-@>;8� ;ő-
cers tried to pacify protesters who had overtaken the 101 Freeway, 
@41E�Ō10�-2@1>�-�?7-@1.;->0�?9-?410�@4>;A34�@415>�<-@>;8�/->p?�>1->�
windshield. After the murderous and unrepentant 17-year-old fas-
cist Kyle Rittenhouse shot and killed Joseph Rosenbaum during 
the rebellion in Kenosha, Wisconsin following the police shooting 
of Jacob Blake, he was pursued and struck with a skateboard by An-
thony Huber, who Rittenhouse then shot through the heart while 
Huber attempted to disarm him. Rittenhouse had traveled across 
?@-@1�85:1?�2>;9��:@5;/4	��885:;5?�->910�C5@4�-�>5Ō1�-:0�@41�5:@1:@�@;�
live out the far-Right fantasies of vigilantism and violence against 
the people in the midst of rebellion.

So, taking inspiration from kites’ “A Call for Communist Social 
Investigation a Year After the Summer of Rebellion” and my (some-

W��':;ő/5-8�1B1:@?�?A>>;A:05:3�@41�!8E9<5/?�@E<5/-88E�5:/8A01�@41�<1>9-:1:@�
displacement of people in host cities in order to accommodate construction and 
other preparatory measures, the stoking of nationalistic fervor, etc.
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A tribute to Anthony Huber at a skate park in New Haven, Connecticut. 

what dated) knowledge of the scene, I headed out to skate parks 
across Los Angeles County, California to speak with people about 
their thoughts on the events of the past year as well as their con-
/1>:?�-:0�4;<1?�2;>�@41�2A@A>1����@-8710�@;�?7-@1>?�;2�05Ŋ1>1:@�-31?�
and nationalities, most of them proletarians, and interviewed a few 
whose words provided a springboard for political analysis.

  *  *  *

While it’s important to accommodate the more free-form and 
open-ended nature of conversation and inquiry—we’re commu-
nists, not census takers—it’s equally important to structure social 
investigation around prepared questions. When I met C and Z, two 
�8-/7�<>;81@->5-:�?7-@1>?�-310�U[�-:0�U\	�>1?<1/@5B18E	�@41�ŋ>?@�@45:3�
that I was interested in learning was their thoughts on 2020’s pro-
test and rebellion against police brutality. As we spoke on the pe-
riphery of the park, Z was quick to mention that he had joined in 
;:�@41�9-??�A<?A>31	�-:0�@4-@�5@�C-?�45?�ŋ>?@�1D<1>51:/1�?@1<<5:3�
into the streets in political protest. We discussed why that was—
why 2020 and the police murder of George Floyd stirred him and 
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so many others to take action against a system that is no stranger 
to demonstrating its disregard of Black people as a surplus popu-
8-@5;:�ŋ@�2;>�9-??�5:/->/1>-@5;:�-:0�9A>01>����-:0�,�?<;71�@;�@41�
casual brutality and inhumanity on display in Floyd’s murder as a 
motivating factor:

Z: Just watching the video, it’s like, damn, how could a human do that to—
C: Yeah, it’s like, you can’t just sit inside the house and be quiet.
Z: That’s a human kneeling on his neck, and bro, I’m telling you 
“I can’t breathe!” That shit’s like, ...how do you do that? That’s just 
cold, bruh.
C: Then, his partner, they just sitting there, just standing, saying nothing.
Z: They just watching it happen.... I dunno...just me, personal-
ly, even learning about slavery in school—learning how they did 
us—that shit just makes me mad. And it was for years, too, hun-
dreds of years. That shit’s just crazy. Something’s gotta change, 
and it need to start with our generation, you feel me? We gotta 
make a change; it’s not gonna change itself.

When probed, they conceded that, despite seeing a need for 
change, it took other people being in the streets to motivate them 
to do the same. This encapsulates an appreciation and the impor-
tance of even informal leadership among the masses, as those who 
->1�@41�ŋ>?@�@;�>1?5?@�->1�?180;9�@41�;:8E�;:1?�C4;�?11�-�:110�2;>�
>1?5?@-:/1	�-:0�@4;A34�@41E�9-E�.1�@41�ŋ>?@�@;�?@1<�;A@�;2�85:1	�@415>�
doing so often ensures that they will not be the last. A single spark 
/-:�?@->@�-�<>-5>51�ŋ>1�

C and Z were easy to talk to, and like D, an 18-year-old Lati-
no skater, they were examples of how often any initial reluctance to 
speak or self-doubt among younger masses, manifested by statements 
such as “I don’t know if I got anything good to say,” is contradicted by 
30–45-minute conversation. D had recently moved to the LA area from 
a city “on the way to [Las] Vegas[, Nevada].” Among other things, skat-
ing provided D with a relatively quick and easy sense of community in 
-�:1C�/5@E	�C45/4�/-:�.1�05ő/A8@�@;�1?@-.85?4�-:0�9-5:@-5:	�1?<1/5-88E�
in the midst of a pandemic. When I asked D about police brutality and 
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murder as well as the particularity of the Floyd case, he commented “It 
sucks how that shit just happens, and it’s kinda normal [to the degree 
that] it’s just like, ‘Damn, another one?’4 A few months pass by, and peo-
ple forget about it like it was nothing.”

While Floyd’s murder by police lasted longer in the popular 
consciousness than most victims, that was due to the righteous 
outpouring of rebellion and sustained protest by multinational 
proletarians and members of popular classes throughout the US 
and even internationally. But at the heart of why people forget is 
precisely why responses such as “another one?” are commonplace: 
incidents of police brutality and murder may be newsworthy, but 
they’re hardly shocking, even to the newly “woke.” They’re all the 
time and everywhere, and Black and Latino proletarians know that 
more intimately than most. There was profound wisdom in the 
dark humor of Dave Chappelle when he said during an interview 
@4-@�41�5?�>A::5:3�;A@�;2�/8;?1@�?<-/1�0A1�@;�@41�r�A?@5/1�2;>�RRRRRs�
T-shirts he feels compelled to buy whenever a pig cuts down a 
Black person in the US.

While there was unity among the responses from C, Z, and D 
regarding the need for something to be done by ordinary people to 
resist police brutality and murder, contradictions emerged on the 
subjects of protest and rebellion as the proper forms through which 
to resist. C and Z expressed an understanding of the frustration and 
>-31� @4-@�0>;B1�<1;<81� @;�.A>:�-:0� 8;;@	�C5@4�,�>1Ō1/@5:3�;:� @41�
burning of the Minneapolis Police’s 3rd Precinct building, saying, 
“That’s how you know it’s serious. If somebody’s going to that ex-
tent to try to bring change, it gotta be serious. You gotta show them 
that we really want change.” When I asked whether they thought 
anything did change as a result of that act of rebellion, Z weighed 
in again, essentially describing that there are layers to things that 
/-::;@�.1�-//;A:@10�2;>�5:�-�05/4;@;9;A?�r+1?N ;s�-:?C1>	�?-E5:3�

4  I quickly noted and told D that Jay, a skater I spoke with in the summer of 2020, 
responded to Floyd’s murder in the same way: “�:;@41>�;:1��” For my interview 
C5@4��-E�-:0�;@41>?	�?11�r�-@/45:3��5>1��"->@5/5<-:@�$1Ō1/@5;:?�;:�@41�%A991>�;2�
Protest and Rebellion” in kites #3.
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“Nah. I mean, in a way, yeah, maybe, but I don’t know. That’s kinda 
already how they expect [Black people] to be—burning shit up, de-
stroying shit—that’s already how they look at us.”

There is something doubly insightful about Z’s response that 
shines a light on how broadly and deeply white supremacy satu-
rates the social fabric of the US. First, there is the simple fact that a 
rebellion is not a revolution; rebellion alone did not and ultimately 
cannot unseat white supremacy, whereas revolution entails wrest-
ing the bourgeois class from political power, smashing the bour-
geois state machinery, and transforming society from the ground 
up to ensure all vestiges of white supremacy are weeded out from 
fruit to root. Second, Z’s suggestion touches on the sophistication of 
the bourgeoisie, particularly in its capacity to squeeze blood from 
a stone and transform resistance to its rule into means of maintain-
ing it. Let’s break it down: Black people are criminalized and treated 
like animals to be caged or put down, and when they rise up in 
righteous rebellion and torch the most blatant concrete manifesta-
tion of literal structural racism, the system exploits the opportunity 
to reinforce its white supremacist narrative of Black people being 
/>595:-8?�-:0�-:59-8?��&45?�:->>-@5B1�5?�<1><1@A-@10�-:0�<>;ŋ@10�
from by bourgeois media outlets around the country in both overt 
forms (Fox News) and more sophisticated ones (MSNBC). With the 
:->>-@5B1� ?@>1:3@41:10	�<;85/5:3�1Ŋ;>@?� -:0�<;85/E�91-?A>1?� @4-@�
target predominantly proletarian Black communities are easier to 
rationalize, especially for petty-bourgeois people of all nationali-
ties, whose “allyship” and sympathies for Black people often stop 
short of the masses of Black proletarians.

C and Z spoke more generally on the tendency for business-
es to be damaged or even destroyed in the course of rebellions, 
their goods looted. Z began by asking a rhetorical question: “How 
5?�G8;;@5:3H�/4-:35:3}s�.12;>1�.15:3�/A@�;Ŋ�.E��	�C4;�?11910�@;�
share Z’s views: “That’s making everything worse.” I asked whether 
they thought the bourgeois media’s focus on looting buried the lede 
and shifted the blame away from killer cops, to which Z responded, 
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“Yeah. I was learning about that in school, actually, how the media 
be portraying Black people as, like...like they don’t really show the 
good.” At this point, C jumped in: “But it wasn’t only Black people 
>;..5:3�@41�?@;>1?�5@�C-?�-88�>-/1?}s�.12;>1�,�ŋ:5?410��p?�@4;A34@��
“It was all races, [but] they was just showing the Blacks. I feel like 
media does do that a lot.”

Continuing our conversation, we discussed how, even when 
bourgeois media spins the story, more militant forms of action 
force attention to issues that are otherwise glossed over or ignored 
/;9<81@18E�C41:�>1?5?@-:/1�5?�;>01>8E�-:0�/;:ŋ:10�.E�r<>;<1>�<>;-
cedure.” Z reconsidered the burning of the Minneapolis Police’s 3rd 
Precinct building in light of our conversation:

There was a change. People showed [the system] that they were seri-
;A?	�8571�r)1�>1-88E�C-:@�G!ő/1>��1>17��4-AB5:H�8;/710�A<�C1�>1-88E�
want something out of this. We not just gonna let it slide.” It made them 
think or something—it changed something. [Was the system forced to 
/;:/101�?;91@45:3�0A1�@;�@41�>1.1885;:�H��1ŋ:5@18E���p9�:;@�3;::-�?-E�
that violence is always the answer, but obviously it works sometimes.

C and Z recognized that the struggle against white supremacy 
requires more than isolated incidents of protest and rebellion, and 
while they didn’t proscribe revolution explicitly, they did proscribe 
the need for discipline and organization. But they were also sober 
in their time frames despite seeing the urgent need for real change, 
with C saying “[the struggle is] gonna be long, like lifetimes.” Z re-
lated the enormity of the task back to the struggle against slavery 
before suggesting “it’s gonna take some time; change doesn’t hap-
pen overnight.”

D expressed empathy for those who took part in the rebellion, 
but had misgivings about the damaging of property and expropria-
tion—or “reallocation”—of goods:

The whole movement thing I actually support, like the Push for Peace5 

5  Push for Peace was a protest initiative in 2020 organized by skaters in cities 
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C5@4�-88�@41�?7-@1>?�-:0�?@AŊ��G"1;<81H�->1�?5/7�;2�G<;85/1�.>A@-85@E�-:0�
murder] happening over and over, and they just get away with it and 
just walk like it’s a normal day. The way people reacted—like rioting, 
stealing—I don’t think that was right, but, to be honest, if I was ever in 
the position of a cop killing one of my family or relatives, I’d be pretty 
pissed also, [because] they’re just getting away with it, too.

On this subject of accountability versus getting away with mur-
der, while every skater I spoke with expressed some degree of ap-
preciation for the way in which the 2020 protests helped shed light 
on the longstanding issues of white supremacy and police brutality, 
:;:1�>1-88E�-//>105@10�@419�C5@4�-Ŋ1/@5:3�/4-:31�1D/1<@�5:?;2->�-?�
@41�5:5@5-8�>1.1885;:?�4180�.;A>31;5?�211@�@;�@41�Ō-91?�.E�9-75:3�
things unmanageable. Like Z before him, D recognized Chauvin’s 
charges and convictions to be concessionary measures by the bour-
geois state to pacify masses rising:

I’d say [things changed], just ’cause you’ve never seen people standing 
up for their self and rioting, except for back in the LA riots and Watts.... I 
2118�8571�5@�050�418<�-�8;@	�9;?@8E�6A?@�p/-A?1�@41�;ő/1>�C4;�758810��1;>31�
Floyd was judged for it, and I feel like if no one ever stepped up and did 
that, it would be another free man. [Protest and rebellion] was getting 
worse and worse, ’cause nothing was happening. I feel like [Chauvin 
was tried and convicted] ’cause of what was going on.

E, a shy 15-year-old Latina proletarian skater, spoke more per-
sonally about when the 2020 rebellion touched neighborhoods in 
her area:

I got scared of going out on the streets. People were crazy—they were try-
5:3�@;�0;�?;91@45:3�3;;0	�.A@�C-?�-8?;�0;5:3�.-0�?@AŊ�-@�@41�?-91�@591��
I think it’s nice that people are actually taking a stand and defending our 
<1;<81�-:0�?@AŊ	�.A@���0A::;�����"1;<81�->1�6A?@�@5>10�;2�31@@5:3�<A?410�
around by the police, ’cause the police are just messed up out here.

across the US, with actions falling on and around Go Skateboarding Day, June 21. 
It was organized to bring skaters together against police brutality and systemic 
racism, and, if nothing else, it demonstrated the boundless creativity and sponta-
neous initiative of the masses.
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When I asked whether she thought conditions had changed as 
a result of the 2020 protest movement, E quickly stated, “No.” We 
spoke more broadly about the changes over the last year, focusing 
on general subjects that she felt more equipped to talk about. In 
particular, we discussed the transition from 2020 to 2021, and with 
it, the transition from Trump to Biden, from Republican to Demo-
crat. Unlike many people twice her age or more, E didn’t see much 
change here, but rather continuity. On the transition from one year 
to the next and from one bourgeois administration to another, she 
said

It’s just a title. What people�0;�-Ŋ1/@?�@41�C;>80�5@p?�C4-@�9-71?�@41�
changes. I didn’t really care [when Biden was elected], because I know 
all presidents lie, and there’s not much [good] they’re gonna do. Just 
because one person’s saying that he can do this or “I can do that”—
whatever—it’s not gonna change.

E was not the only one I spoke with to express little to no hope 
in change coming from the bourgeois executive or from bourgeois 
governance, generally. D spoke to the latter when we broached the 
subject of change, saying, “I do think there’s a need for a change, but 
I have low [expectations] for things changing. It’s not just the po-
lice holding things back; it’s the people working [government] jobs, 
in general, [that] are throwing [issues] under the bus and trying to 
forget about it.” While this lack of faith in the system may be cause 
for concern for the bourgeoisie and its apologists, it should be en-
couraging for communists, especially when what change and hope 
for change C, Z, D, and E did see came from the people themselves.

But, like everything, the people are not without their contra-
dictions, as the four skaters gave voice to when discussing the loot-
ing of and damage to petty-bourgeois property, which they saw as 
individualistic opportunism. More concerning and indicative of 
the crippling of the imagination that this system gives rise to is the 
hopelessness in many among the masses for any fundamental and 
8-?@5:3� /4-:31��!2@1:	� @45?� 5?� 1Ŋ1/@5B18E�<1><1@A-@10�.E� @E5:3� @41�
uglier contradictions among and within the people to supposedly 
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immutable shortcomings in human nature rather than the inhu-
manity at the heart of capitalist-imperialist social relations. This is 
embodied in Z’s statement on the subject of change:

I feel like it’s gonna take a long time to change. Honestly, I feel like it’s 
gonna be low-key impossible, ’cause there’s always gonna be people 
C4;�->1�>-/5?@�;>�ŋ8810�C5@4�4-@>10��&41>1�->1�<1;<81�@4-@�->1�/->5:3}
people that are nice—and people that are gonna hurt you. That’s just 
life; good and evil are always gonna live among each other.

“No matter what,” C was quick to say in agreement. C and Z 
saw that forms of white supremacy and social control are capable 
of being overthrown, but that their roots would remain deep and 
twisted. And why wouldn’t they when the history of racism in the 
US has only been swapping one form of white supremacy for an-
other, from chattel slavery to Jim Crow to mass incarceration? If 
anything, this history lays bare how desperately the bourgeoisie 
needs to maintain white supremacy and how sophisticated it is in 
accomplishing that task. Still, complicated and contradictory as it 
was, C and Z held out some hope, colored by a youthful and prole-
@->5-:�01ŋ-:/1��r%8-B1>Ep?�:;@�-�@45:3�-:E9;>1��%13>13-@5;:p?�:;@�-�
thing anymore. Like I said, change takes a long time,” Z comment-
ed. But “another 400 years?” C asked rhetorically, “We’re not hav-
ing that shit.”

  *  *  *

Conversation with each of the skaters veered thoughtfully in 
other directions. E described the hardships of being an entering 
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of socializing through online learning and the desire to escape a 
“very toxic” household she shares with her controlling and judg-
mental mother made skating a welcome and welcoming respite. 
D and Z related their own struggles as exiting seniors during the 
same period of time, with Z lamenting, “We didn’t graduate right; 
we graduated on YouTube! I wasn’t tripping about prom, but gradu-
ation, though? I waited four years to walk that stage.” D mentioned 
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es shuttered or struggled to adapt to changing consumer habits and 
COVID regulations. E spoke to her family’s own economic issues, 
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others who live under this system, saying, “It’s just sad how quickly 
that can happen.”

For each of them, skating was something of an oasis, and for 
some, it provided refuge. It was an activity as well as a community 
that allowed them to challenge themselves and clear their minds of 
the stress and stressors of everyday life under this system. Skating 
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For comrades or groups of comrades who want to integrate 
with the masses and carry out social investigation, the local skate 
spots are a great place to start. Skating is an activity, so some peo-
ple might prefer not to be distracted, but unlike many other sports, 
skating is also a scene	�-:0�E;A�->1�.;A:0�@;�ŋ:0�<1;<81�@;�@-87�@;�
on the periphery who are there to just chill and watch—including 
the parents and partners of many skaters. Even among the skaters 
themselves, there is ample downtime during which to strike up 
conversation, as mentioned above. Just introduce yourself as a revo-
lutionary or revolutionary journalist interested in hearing and giv-
ing voice to people whose perspectives are ignored by mainstream 
(bourgeois) media. In some cases, that’s enough, though it’s always 
smart to follow up with an idea of what subject(s) you want to touch 
on. Most importantly, don’t front, and don’t be afraid to struggle. 
Neither C, Z, D, nor E were immediately won to giving an interview, 
but much of that hesitance was centered around questions of their 
;C:�?182
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ples of social investigation in kites helped resolve both.

With proper analysis, the spool of ideas and perspectives of-
fered by these four distinct proletarian skaters unravels to reveal a 
common thread, and with revolutionary communist line and strat-
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er goals that excite the masses and draw them into ;>3-:5F10�>-@41>�
than only spontaneous forms of struggle. I heard a desire for change, 
clearly. I heard a basic recognition that change occurs when the 
masses step out, generally, and step out of line, particularly. And 
I heard criticism of the individualism and opportunism that can 
occur among the masses in the midst of righteous rebellion. This, 
to me, suggests not only the need but the desire for the conscious, 
organized expression of the demand for fundamental change, with 
the masses and their interests in command. And that’s plain, prole-
tarian language for the motherfucking communist vanguard party.


